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INDONESIA AND THE 1997-98 EL NIÑO: FIRE PROBLEMS AND 
LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS 

Neil Byron and Gill Shepherd

The 1997-98 El Niño is among the strongest recorded and low rainfall in Indonesia 
set the conditions for widespread fires. At the same time, it is clearer during this 
particular El Niño than it has been in the past that many fires are being deliberately 
set. They must be understood in the context of competing land-claims from 
government and private companies on the one hand, and local people with customary 
rights to land on the other. The 1997 El Niño is the first in which the resources of 
Land Satellite imagery and the Internet have been harnessed to demonstrate quite 
clearly where the fires are taking place, and why.

Policy conclusions

� While the weather conditions that create drought and flammable forests are 
quite natural, the factors which have turned those events into a disaster are 
man-made.  

� They are the result of social, economic and political decisions to encourage the 
conversion of forests into tree-crop estates and rice-fields, and to ignore the 
value of the forests to local communities, whose preferred land-use would be 
to retain them. They are also the result of deliberate policies of unpreparedness 
and inaction in the face of fires.

� The adoption of better policies to improve standards of land stewardship is 
required when new areas for agriculture are selected.

� Fire hazard should be especially feared where peat-land areas are cleared. Soil 
fertility is usually low in these areas, and the best long-term economic use will 
often be to retain the area as forest.

� The media and the Internet have, for the first time, played a decisive role in 
this particular El Niño event.

� The events of 1997-98 demonstrate how research and a more effective action 
plan should be designed in readiness for the next El Niño.

Introduction
The great Indonesian fires of 1997 attracted the attention of the world. Yet despite 
dozens of international evaluation and assistance missions, hundreds of news 
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10 lessons learned from the South Asia tsunami of 26 December 2004 
Sálvano Briceño, Director 

Inter-agency secretariat of the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction 
 
Almost 2 weeks following the deadly tsunami that killed hundreds of thousands of people in 
the Indian Ocean region, Sálvano Briceño notes 10 valuable lessons to be learned from the 
disaster. 
 
 

1. We are all vulnerable to natural disasters. 
The tsunami affected a total of 50 countries, of which 11 were directly affected. An 
additional 39 developed countries were indirectly affected by losing nationals who 
were present in the region, either tourists or expatriates. While disasters often tend to 
be localised, affecting a specific region or community (e.g. Bam earthquake), we must 
remember that disasters do not recognise borders and can affect entire regions (e.g. 
2003 hurricane season in the Caribbean). 

 
2. Coastal zones and small islands are often densely populated areas that 

increase people’s risk and vulnerability. 
Nearly 3 billion people, or almost half the world population live in coastal zones 
which in many cases are prone to hazards including tropical cyclones, floods, storms 
and tsunamis. Often coastal populations are dependent on the sea for their 
livelihoods (e.g. fishing villages) and do not have the choice to live elsewhere. Small 
island countries such as the Nicobar and Andaman islands are barely a few metres 
above sea level, which means that evacuation to higher land is almost impossible. 
Governments and local authorities need to take human habitats into consideration in 
long-term development planning, ensuring that risks are minimised. 

 
3. Public awareness and education are essential to protecting people and 

property. 
In Thailand more than 1,800 people were saved because a tribal chief recognised 
that there was something wrong and decided to evacuate his people up to the hills. A 
10-year-old girl from England saved 100 tourists on a beach in Phuket after alerting 
her mother of the imminent tidal wave and prompting a speedy evacuation to safety. 
She recognised the signs after learning about tsunamis in her geography class. 
Knowing what to do and when to do it is the key to save. In Japan, Hawaii and Cuba 
children know from the early age what to do if tropical storms, cyclones or 
earthquakes strike. 

 
4. Early warning saves lives. 

In Kenya, thousands of people were immediately evacuated in Mombasa because 
they were alerted to the wave making its way across the Indian Ocean. While the 
appropriate technology to detect seismic activity already exists, a failure in 
communication meant that the relevant authorities and local communities were 
caught unaware by the tsunami. The high level meeting in Jakarta, Indonesia is a first 
step. The World Conference on Disaster Reduction in Kobe, Japan next week will be 
another opportunity.  

 

REFUGEE CONVENTION

CONVENTION GOVERNING THE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF 

REFUGEE PROBLEMS IN AFRICA

PREAMBLE

We, the Heads of State and Government assembled in the city of Addis Ababa, from 6-10
September 1969,

1. Noting with concern the constantly increasing numbers of refugees in Africa and 
desirous of finding ways and means of alleviating their misery and suffering as well as 
providing them with a better life and future,

2. Recognizing the need for and essentially humanitarian approach towards solving the 
problems of refugees,

3. Aware, however, that refugee problems are a source of friction among many Member 
States, and desirous of eliminating the source of such discord,

4. Anxious to make a distinction between a refugee who seeks a peaceful and normal life 
and a person fleeing his country for the sole purpose of fomenting subversion from outside,

5. Determined that the activities of such subversive elements should be discouraged, in 
accordance with the Declaration on the Problem of Subversion and Resolution on the 
Problem of Refugees adopted at Accra in 1965,

6. Bearing in mind that the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights have affirmed the principle that human beings shall enjoy fundamental 
rights and freedoms without discrimination,

7. Recalling Resolution 2312 (XXII) of 14 December 1967 of the United Nations General 
Assembly, relating to the Declaration on Territorial Asylum,
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ALTERNATIVES TO 
PORTLAND CEMENT 
AN INTRODUCTION 

Cement, or some form of cementing 
material is an essential ingredient in 
most forms of building construction. 
Cement is the vital binding agent in 
concretes, mortars and renders, and is 
used for the production of walling 
blocks and roofing tiles. 

Since its invention in the first half of 
the 19th century, Portland cement has 
become the most widely available 
cementitious material. Its dominance 
over alternative cements has been in 
part, due to successful, aggressive 
marketing. This is despite its clear 
technical disadvantages for certain 
applications. In addition Portland 
cement is relatively expensive to 
produce and is often in short supply in many developing countries. Typically, a rural African 
labourer may need to work for up to two weeks to earn enough money to buy one bag of 
cement. In comparison alternative cements can be produced locally, on a small scale and at 
much lower cost. 

Alternative cements are not capable of replacing Portland cement totally, but they can be used in 
the many construction applications where they have advantages. These are as mortars, renders 
and non-structural concretes. Alternative cements are not normally considered suitable for 
structural applications such as reinforced concrete beams and columns. 

The most common of these so-called ‘alternative’ binders is lime, to which other materials, 
known as pozzolanas, can be added to enhance strength and water resistance. Other binders 
such as gypsum, sulphur, bitumen, mud and animal dung have also been used. 

Binding systems from history 
The simplest, and possibly the earliest, binding material used was wet mud, and there are 
records of its use in ancient Egypt. Another example of a binder from the distant past is the use 
of naturally occurring bitumen by the Babylonians and Assyrians in their brick and alabaster 
(gypsum plaster) constructions. 

Lime was known to the Greeks and was widely used by the Romans. The Roman architect and 
engineer Vitruvius published the first specification for the use of lime in building in his celebrated 
work De Architectura. The Romans also knew how to make a lime-pozzolana cement by adding 
materials such as volcanic ash or powdered bricks, tiles and pottery to lime. 

That lime is an appropriate and durable binding material, especially when mixed with pozzolana, 
is well proven. The Pont du Gard at Nimes in France, a Roman aqueduct built in AD 18 with 
hydraulic lime-based mortar, is still waterproof; the excellence of the mortar is attributed to the 
selection of the materials and to the time spent tamping the mix into place during construction. 

Figure 1: Participants at a workshop in Uganda visiting a 
very small traditional lime plant ©Practical Action/Simon 
L'epine Ekless 
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la bâche 
plastique

Guide des caractéristiques 
de la bâche plastique et de 

son utilisation pour les secours 
humanitaires

la bâche 
plastique

La présente brochure a pour objet d’aider les intervenants de l’aide humanitaire à 
prendre des décisions en meilleure connaissance de cause sur l’utilisation de la 
bâche plastique en cas d’urgence. Le public visé comprend les administrateurs de 
programmes, les ingénieurs et le personnel technique sur le terrain, les logisticiens 
et d’autres personnes chargées de créer des abris d’urgence et d’assurer l’hygiène 
des familles touchées par des catastrophes ou des conflits. Cette brochure porte sur 
les points suivants:

��Lignes directrices pour la prise de décisions quant aux cas où la bâche plastique 
est à employer;

��Comment prescrire, transporter, stocker et distribuer la bâche plastique
��Normes et caractéristiques internationales concernant la bâche plastique
�  Détails quant à l’utilisation de la bâche plastique en tant que matériau de 

construction
� Principales questions relatives au climat et aux performances de la bâche plastique
� Considérations écologiques et élimination de la bâche plastique en toute 

sécurité
� Conseils sur l’utilisation d’autres produits de revêtement à base de polyéthylène
� Bibliographie pour obtenir des conseils techniques plus détaillés

Il est indiqué dans cette brochure que pour les secours d’urgence, la bâche plastique 
est un produit polyvalent pouvant répondre aux besoins immédiats des familles 
déplacées ou touchées. Le secteur humanitaire consacre chaque année des millions 
de dollars à la bâche plastique, mais on observe un certain gaspillage en raison de 
la mauvaise qualité de celle-ci, de caractéristiques inadéquates et d’un manque 
d’information à son propos. Nous espérons que cette brochure permettra au lecteur 
de mieux comprendre dans quels cas utiliser la bâche plastique, d’en garantir une 
qualité plus uniforme et de trouver une aide technique quant à son utilisation.

Il existe une version électronique de cet ouvrage, qu’on peut télécharger gratuitement 
(détails à l’intérieur de la brochure).

front and back cover-french(1Sepi   i 01/09/2008   10:33:14 AM

Woodless Construction 
Unstabilised Earth Brick Vault and 
Dome Roofing without Formwork
by John Norton, Development Workshop

John Nor ton’s in ter est and in volve ment in hu man set tle-
ments de vel op ment be gan when he and fel low ar chi tec tural
stu dents and De vel op ment Workshop co- founders, Al lan
Cain and Farokh Af shar, helped set up and then run the
pio neer ing “In dige nous Build ing and the Third World”
stud ies unit at the Ar chi tec tural As so cia tion in Lon don in
1973. This led to ex ten sive field work in Egypt, (in clud ing
work ing with the by then fa mous Has san Fa thy), and in the
Su lta nate of Oman, and to the found ing of “De vel op ment
Work shop”, an in ter na tional, not- for- profit or gani za tion,
now cele brat ing its 25 years.

The group’s ini tial tenet – that learning from and
strength en ing in dige nous plan ning and build ing pro cesses
and tech niques is as im por tant as teach ing new skills – is
still at the core of DW’s pres ent work.

John Nor ton has worked ex ten sively in many coun tries
of Af rica and Asia, al ways strength en ing the use of lo cal
hu man and ma te rial re sources to at tempt to make sus tain-
able im prove ments to lo cal build ing and plan ning prac tices
that come un der ever in creas ing pres sure in a chang ing
world. A ma jor fo cus of his work is natu rally on train ing, at 
all lev els, but also in creas ingly on ena bling lo cally staffed
or gani za tions to ini ti ate and man age their own de vel op-
ment pro grammes with mini mal out side in ter ven tion, a slow 
but ul ti mately in evi ta ble re quire ment for sus tain able de vel-
op ment.

A con cerned mem ber of the in creas ingly de- populated
ag ri cul tural com mu nity of South West France, where he
lives with his wife and two chil dren, John Nor ton finds
strik ing par al lels be tween his work and the ru ral and ur ban
prob lems con front ing much of con tem po rary Europe.

He has pub lished ex ten sively and is a regu lar (bi-
 lingual) vis it ing lec turer in many coun tries.
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BUILDING WITH 
STONE AND EARTH
PART 1 
 
Earth is a popular building material all over the world. It can be used by itself, but if there is 
stone available, then the two can be used together to make very good buildings indeed. And it is 
not very difficult to do - this article will show you how. 
 
Why use stone and earth? 
The first of several very important 
reasons is that they can be free! 
The materials - stones, and earth 
from termite mounds (anthill soil) 
- can cost nothing. If you are 
lucky they can be gathered close 
by, perhaps even clearing 
agricultural land in the process. 
Secondly, you can do the work 
yourself. You do not need a 
mason and you will need only 
simple tools. 
 
Earth buildings will last a long 
time, much longer than ordinary 
housing. In some parts of Africa, 
the grandfathers cannot 
remember their houses being 
built. This is because there is no 
wood for termites to eat - you use 
their homes instead! 
 
Houses built with these materials are cooler in the summer and warmer in winter than expensive 
houses built with blocks and corrugated iron. They look much better too, because they use 
traditional materials. 
 
Tools and materials 
The tools required for working with earth and stone are simple and inexpensive. Try to borrow 
those that you do not already own. 
 
You should be able to collect the different shapes that you will need, but it will save time 
searching if you have a simple 'club' hammer. Then you can shape some of the stones, and break 
others for the small pieces that will be needed to help fill the centre of the wall. It can also be 
useful to have a crow-bar to break off good pieces of stone from large boulders and rocky 
outcrops. 
 
You will be using material from termite colonies to make the mud mortar, so you must have a 
spade or shovel and a pick to loosen the earth. You may also need a wheelbarrow to bring the 
material to your site. Containers to bring water and to mix the mortar in are necessary; although 
you can also mix in the wheelbarrow. 
 
If the building is to be square, four straight poles are used for marking out; if it is round then you 
need only one pole. You will also need string, a measuring stick about 45cm long (the length of 
your forearm from elbow to fingertips), and a simple 20cm-Iong wooden peg that is sharpened to 
a point at one end. You will also need two door poles.  
 

Figure 1: A rondavel built of earth and stone 

 

COMPRESSED EARTH 
BLOCKS:  
MANUAL OF PRODUCTION 
 

by Vincent Rigassi, CRATerre-EAG 
 
Volume I. Manual of production 
 
A Publication of the Deutsches Zentrum für 
Entwicklungstechnologien - GATE in: Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit 
(GTZ) GmbH in coordination with BASIN - 1985 
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Deutsches Zentrum für Entwicklungstechnologien - GATE 
 

Deutsches Zentrum für Entwicklungstechnologien - GATE - stands for German Appropriate 
Technology Exchange. It was founded in 1978 as a special division of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH. GATE is a centre for the dissemination and promotion 
of appropriate technologies for developing countries. GATE defines „Appropriate technologies“ as 
those which are suitable and acceptable in the light of economic, social and cultural criteria. They 
should contribute to socio-economic development whilst ensuring optimal utilization of resources 
and minimal detriment to the environment. Depending on the case at hand a traditional, intermediate 
or highly-developed can be the „appropriate" one. GATE focusses its work on the key areas: 
 

- Dissemination of Appropriate Technologies: Collecting, processing and disseminating information 
on technologies appropriate to the needs of the developing countries: ascertaining the technological 
requirements of Third World countries: support in the form of personnel, material and equipment to 
promote the development and adaptation of technologies for developing countries.  
 

- Environmental Protection. The growing importance of ecology and environmental protection 
require better coordination and harmonization of projects. In order to tackle these tasks more 
effectively, a coordination center was set up within GATE in 1985.  
 

GATE has entered into cooperation agreements with a number of technology centres in Third World 
countries. 
 

GATE offers a free information service on appropriate technologies for all public and private 
development institutions in developing countries, dealing with the development, adaptation, 
introduction and application of technologies. 
 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH 
 

The government-owned GTZ operates in the field of Technical Cooperation. 2200 German experts 
are working together with partners from about 100 countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America in 
projects covering practically every sector of agriculture, forestry, economic development, social 
services and institutional and material infrastructure. - The GTZ is commissioned to do this work 
both by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and by other government or semi-
government authorities. 
 

Earthquake-Resistant Construction of 
Adobe Buildings: A Tutorial 

Images from El Salvador : top-Manuel Lopez Menjivar; bottom-PRISMA  
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LISTENING TO THE POOR?

HOUSING RIGHTS IN NAIROBI,

CENTRE ON HOUSING RIGHTS AND EVICTIONS (COHRE)
supported by the geneva international academic network (gian)

MEGA-EVENTS, OLYMPIC GAMES AND HOUSING RIGHTS
opportunities for the olympic movement and others

FAIR PLAY FOR 
HOUSING RIGHTS

Hostage to Politics:
The Impact of sanctions and the blockade on the 
human right to water and sanitation in Gaza

Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions Report

June 2008
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Humanitäre Hilfe
als Herausforderung

EUROPÄISCHER KONSENS
ÜBER DIE HUMANITÄRE HILFE

Habitat  International  Coalition

Housing  R ights Vio la t ions in  a  Land  o f P lenty :

The  Kobe  Ea r thquake  and  Beyond
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Family Size:     9/10 maximum
 
Gross Area:     721sqft / 67m2

Gross Internal Area:   502sqft / 46m2

Family Size:         7 maximum
 
Gross Area:     641sqft / 60m2

Gross Internal Area:   445sqft / 41m2

House Type 1

House Type 2

Project Type

Housing reconstruction in earthquake affected areas• 
Recipients are the most vulnerable in the community who cannot self-build• 
Incorporating seismic resistance measures• 
Delivering training workshops to local community members• 
Budget of approximately Rs290 000 per house• 

Project Partner

Context

Pakistan Earthquake, October 8th 2005: 7.6 on the Richter Scale • 
Deaths estimated at between 70,000 and 80,000, similar number injured • 
Upwards of 3 million people made homeless• 

Project Location

Bagh, Azad Jammu & Kashmir and Jareed, North West Frontier Province• 
Rural, mountainous terrain• 

No. Houses Constructed

60 - 80 by September 2008 when project is programmed to complete• 

Shelter Type

Dhajji Da (patchwork of timber and stone) houses on stone plinth• 
Mud, stone and straw infill with mud render finish• 
Lightweight timber structure with corrugated metal sheet roof• 
Dhajji Da is a construction type indigenous to the region • 
Small bracing members spread seismic energy, reduce risk of damage • 
a[25] design approved by regulatory authorities: NESPAK,ERRA • 

Muslim Aid UK / Muslim Aid Pakistan• 

Hoping
to Return Home

The United Nations Principles on Housing and Property Restitution
for Refugees and Displaced Persons

Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions (COHRE)
www.cohre.org

C O H R E

The Right to Housing, Land and Property Restitution -
Applying the Pinheiro Principles for
Bhutanese Refugees and Displaced Persons
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we didn’t stand a chance
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F o r c e d  E v i c t i o n s  i n

Bangladesh 

MMiinniissttrryy ooff HHeeaalltthh
PPaakkiissttaann

Health Emergency Operation Centre - WHO Pakistan - Pakistan Institute for Medical Sciences, Islamabad 
Tel. + (92) 51 – 250 5175 / 926 3240     Fax: + (92) 51 – 926 3235         health@whopak.org          http://www.whopak.org/disaster

South Asia Earthquake 
Health Situation Report # 22 
12-15 November 2005

Highlights

� Population movements from the mountains 
to below 5,000 feet elevation are reported.                                   

� Several families settling spontaneously are 
crowded into unplanned camps where safe 
water and latrines are not available.  

� The outbreak of acute watery diarrhoea 
(AWD) in the Old University Camp in 
Muzaffarabad is under control and a 
decreasing number of patients are admitted 
for dehydration.  No deaths related to AWD 
are reported.   

� Ministry of Health teams have been 
dispatched to provide basic health care in 
several areas.                  

WHO response

.

� WHO and the MOH have designed kits for lady health workers (LHW) and identified primary health 
care (PHC) kit contents for use at Basic Health Units (BHU). 

� A WHO reproductive health (RH) expert will assess implementation of the Minimum Initial Standard 
Package (MISP) of RH interventions. 

� There are now 11 and 19 operational tuberculosis centres in affected areas in NWFP and AJK, 
respectively.  Work on services re-establishment at other sites continues.  

� Mansehra health facilities assessment is ongoing.  WHO will recruit and train five to seven teams 
(four persons per team) to undertake assessment of quality of care and coverage of essential 
services in all health facilities.  WHO have also supported training of vaccination supervisors in 
Mansehra.

� Phase 2 of the vaccination campaign in Mansehra started on 17 November and includes of 
diphtheria (DPT) and tetanus (TT) in addition to measles and Vitamin A. 

� In Allai Tehsil, Batagram, the MOH completed a mass vaccination campaign against measles in 
collaboration with WHO and UNICEF.  More than 39,000 children were vaccinated. 

� In Kuzabanda, 10 km south-west of Batagram, a team from WHO and MOH, FHP and PHC met with 
50 LHW in Rural Health Centre (RHC) on 14 November, to discuss the revitalization of the LHW 
system.

� In Balakot 10,229 consultations took place of which 24% were under five years old. 
� 20 government staff from the Punjab will support the re-establishment of a BHU at Shawalisis, 

Balakot, for six months on a rotational basis.  Two tents for an outpatient department (OPD) and two 
tents for an operation theatre (OT) were established.  The OPD sees more than 150 patients daily, 

Health Cluster partners who wish to 
include information here should write 

to health@whopak.org copied to 
southasiaearthquake@who.int.

The Old University Camp in Muzaffarabad 

Project 1:  Revitalize the system for delivery of primary health care services including 
immunization, vitamin A supplementation, maternal, child and neonatal health services, as well 
as prevention and treatment of disabilities for earthquake affected populations in northern 
Pakistan.
Objectives: To assist the Government of Pakistan to revitalize / establish primary health care facilities 
and services in the affected areas to mitigate the impact on health of the earthquake and to ensure 
continuity of pre-existing program / services.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this report is to assist agencies working in the response to Cyclone Nargis by 
highlighting key lessons that have been learned from other natural disasters, specifically floods, 
hurricanes and cyclones. The report distils main findings and lessons from evaluations and 
synthesis reports contained in the ALNAP Evaluative Reports Database (ERD), as well as other 
learning initiatives concerned with responses to natural disasters. Where possible it provides links 
to these documents as well as to additional relevant papers and web sites. These are listed in the 
footnotes and the references.

It is important to state from the outset that the implementation of good practices is going to be very 
difficult, because of constraints in the operating environment. In this particular emergency, 
international agencies will know less about what happened and how best to respond. One 
overriding lesson is that agencies will have to find ways of dealing with this uncertainty and its 
implications for aid programming, accountability and delivery. They will also have to work to explain 
these issues and their implications to various stakeholders, including the media and donors.  

This report benefited greatly from ideas and inputs from members of operational agencies who 
provided vital inputs. For finding the time to contribute to this learning process in the midst of an 
incredibly challenging crisis context, thanks are due.  

This report has been based on an earlier report on responding to floods produced by ALNAP and 
ProVention, which can be found here:  
http://www.alnap.org/publications/pdfs/ALNAP-ProVention_flood_lessons.pdf

OVERVIEW

The paper outlines lessons in two broad categories - Operational Management and Technical 
Delivery, as shown below. 

Box 1: Overview of Lessons 

Operational Management Technical Delivery 

1. Staffing issues
2. Humanitarian negotiation 
3. Remote management 
4. Coordination of response 
5.Logistics & Information Management
6. Local capacity
7. Working with Affected Populations 

8. Needs assessment 
9. Targeting 
10. Monitoring & evaluation 
11. Water, sanitation & health 
12. Shelter and housing
13. Food, local economy & markets 
14. Livelihoods recovery 

Cyclone Nargis:
Lessons for Operational Agencies 
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Mainstreaming gender perspectives in camp co-
ordination and camp management processes 
and activities facilitates addressing basic needs 

of women, girls, boys and men and this directly supports 
planning protection services and assistance. Gender 
analysis and gender perspectives should be addressed in 
a culturally acceptable manner while ensuring the prin-
ciple of equality of women and men is implemented. 

Coordination and management of camps and camp-like 
situations for displaced populations involve a range of 
technical, administrative, community and social processes, 
though camp coordination takes place at a different and 
more political level. The practice of managing camps en-
tails firstly partnering and liaising with government author-
ities and these are well established humanitarian activities. 
Administration and supervision of camps are primarily the 
responsibility of governments and national authorities; 
however, their role is not elaborated upon here.

Camp Coordination entails the coordination of roles 
and responsibilities directly relating to the development 
and support of national/regional plans relating to the es-
tablishment and management of camps (incorporating 
exit and solutions strategies) and also the coordination 
of roles and responsibilities in the overall humanitarian 
response provided in the camps. The primary objective 
of the Camp Coordination function is to create the hu-
manitarian space necessary for the effective delivery of 
gender- and age-sensitive protection and assistance. 
Furthermore, the Camp Coordination function ensures 
that international standards are applied and maintained 
within and among camps; identifies and designates 
camp management agencies and partners; monitors and 
evaluates service provision; and effectively addresses is-
sues of poor performance by camp management and/or 
service delivery partners.

Each of these areas of work needs to be considered from 
a gender perspective as they have an impact on strate-
gies adopted and systems instituted to protect and assist 
women, girls, boys and men in the camps. For example:

•  It is important to select cluster/sectoral partners who 
adopt a rights- and community-based approach and 
apply gender analysis to ensure their activities ad-
dress the different needs of women and men of all age 
groups and backgrounds. 

•  Monitoring the civilian character of the camps will 
involve working closely with government and na-
tional authorities but also with people of all ages and 
backgrounds, in particular adolescent girls and boys, 
together with teachers, parents and community lead-
ers, to monitor unexplained happenings such as sharp 
dropout rates in secondary schools, etc.

•  Camp closure and exit strategies need to be developed 
with national authorities, together with the affected 
population, to ensure that the protection concerns 
of both women and men are taken into account and 
all members of the population understand and are in 
agreement with the exit strategy.

Camp Management encompasses those activities in one 
single camp that focus on coordination of services (deliv-
ered by NGOs and others), establishing governance and 
community participation/mobilization mechanisms, en-
suring that coordinated SGBV prevention and response 
mechanisms are in place and monitoring their effective 
implementation. Camp management is also responsible 
for maintaining camp infrastructure, collecting and shar-
ing data, providing defined services and monitoring the 
delivery of services by other providers in accordance with 
agreed upon gender-sensitive standards. The camp man-
agement agency will also collect and maintain age- and 
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Habitability of Homes after a Disaster 
David Middleton, New Zealand Earthquake Commission 
email: damiddleton@eqc.govt.nz 

Summary  

Following disaster, keeping families in their homes, or at least in their 
communities, is preferable to the alternative of evacuating them.  As well as 
reducing temporary accommodation and evacuation demands, this focus 
minimises the stress and trauma for the family.  Communities need people in order 
to commence the recovery phase - children to go back to schools, shoppers to 
engage retailers and employees to staff factories and offices – and people need to 
be part of the community during rebuilding in order to retain a psychological 
connection.

In New Zealand, reliance on insurance payouts (or charity for the minority not 
insured) and the efforts of various agencies to extend benefit programmes not 
specifically designed for disaster relief (or to design ad hoc disaster relief benefits) 
does not facilitate concentration on those most drastically affected – people driven 
from their homes.

Identifying dangerous or insanitary homes following a disaster, applying temporary 
or rough repairs and keeping families in their homes, or returning them there as 
soon as possible, seems a sufficiently important element of disaster response and 
recovery to warrant a special focus by a national body with plans and resources to 
act but at present there is no such focus and no such body. 

The Earthquake Commission, with its financial and human resources, could be 
transformed by a change to its legislation into a Natural Disaster Commission with 
the focus described above, thereby finally replacing its 1940’s era model with one 
that better meet the needs of today’s New Zealand families. 

Keywords: Housing, Community, Recovery, Habitability, Resources

Introduction  

One of the lessons from the big 21st century disasters throughout the world is that it is far 
preferable in the interests of community survival and recovery - and of the victims 
themselves - to support residents in place rather than to evacuate them. A goal now 
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Cleaning and disinfecting wells
in emergencies

 World Health Organization

Figure 1. Steps for cleaning and
disinfecting a well

Step 2: Rehabilitation and cleaning
of wells
Disinfecting a well without first removing the source of
contamination provides only temporary health
protection. Rehabilitation may include:

1. Repair/replacement of the pumping mechanism.

2. Removal of polluted water and debris from well
using either buckets or pumps.

3. Sealing the top of the well using a clay sanitary
seal built around top of well (Figure 2).Damaged well head and surround

Step 1:
Inventory of existing wells

Step 2:
Cleaning and rehabilitation

of wells

QUESTION
Test turbidity levels.

Are they 5NTU?

Step 3:
Disinfection of wells

Step 4:
Dewatering of wells

Step 5:
Monitor chlorine levels

Further well
cleaning including

dewatering

No

Yes

Steps of cleaning and
disinfection
Figure1 outlines a five stage approach to cleaning and
disinfecting wells after natural disasters. It is an
emergency approach designed to rehabilitate wells so
that they produce water of a similar quality to that
supplied before the disaster.

Step 1: Inventory of existing wells
The disaster may have contaminated or damaged a
large number of wells. The first step must be to select
which wells should be repaired first. The following
actions should help you to make your selection.

� Meet with community leaders and ask them to
briefly outline which wells serve which sections of
the community.

� Select the wells that are most commonly used for
drinking water.

� Assess the type and extent of damage to the top of
the well.

� Estimate the amount of silt and debris in the well.

� Test the pump to see if it is still working or
determine what repairs are necessary.

� Estimate resources needed for repairs (personnel,
equipment, time and materials).

� Select the wells that are used most and are easiest
to repair first.

Emergency 
Field
Operations
Pocketbook
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Proceedings

 Workshop on
Safer Shelter in Vietnam

 
Hanoi, Vietnam

4-5 September 2002

Organized by

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center

Ministry of Construction

Vietnam Red Cross and 

the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies

Disaster Management Center

With Support from

United States Agency for International Development

Bangkok, Thailand        www.adpc.net

Disasters and conflicts, as well as relief and recovery operations, impact the environment in ways that 
threaten human life, health, livelihoods and security. Failure to address these risks can undermine the relief 
process, causing additional loss of life, displacement, aid dependency and increased vulnerability. Disaster 

managers and humanitarian workers can take action to avoid this. This document helps to explain how. 

OCHA
Office for the Coordination 

of Humanitarian Affairs

Humanitarian Action and 
the Environment

United Nations 

AT RISK:
The Seismic Performance of 

Reinforced Concrete Frame Buildings 
with Masonry Infill Walls

A tutorial developed by a committee of the 
World Housing Encyclopedia 

a project of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute
 and the International Association for Earthquake Engineering

 
 

Awareness and Preparedness for Emergencies at the Local Level (APELL)

APELL for Earthquake Risk 
A community-based approach for disaster 

reduction

From UNDP Publication: Reducing Disaster Risk: A Challenge For Development, 2004

In recent years many earthquakes such as those pictured opposite
have caused widespread loss of life and destruction of property, and
have caused devastation for people and damage to the environment.

Earthquakes have always occurred and they always will, but the 
patterns of modern life are exposing more communities to danger then 
ever before. At no time in history have so many people lived in cities, 
often with little controlled planning, that are so close to seismic areas. 
Disasters will, unfortunately, occur, and the mitigation of their impacts—
linked with efforts to alleviate poverty—is undoubtedly one of today's
major global challenges. It also forms part of the United Nations
Millennium Goals.

Disaster inevitably leads to crisis and, once a crisis situation is 
established, it is the degree to which people are prepared for disaster
that determines how vulnerable or resilient their community will be.
Experience throughout the world has shown, time and again, that it is 
local people who are best placed to prepare for and respond to
disasters, including earthquakes.

This brochure gives some background information on earthquakes and
then highlights options for making communities better prepared through
a bottom-up, community-based, participatory approach known as 
APELL. APELL, standing for Awareness and Preparedness for 
Emergencies at the Local Level, is a process designed to create public
awareness of hazards and to ensure that communities and emergency
services are adequately trained, coordinated and prepared to respond
to and cope with disaster. 

United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization United Nations Environment Programme

Bam Earthquake, Iran 2003,
more than 25 000 deaths and 

the citadel (world’s oldest mud 
brick structure) destroyed

Photo: B. Rouhban, UNESCO 

Bourmedes Earthquake, Algeria
2003, more than 2 250 deaths

Photo: Chris Black, IFRC*

Gujarat Earthquake, India 2001,
more than 20 000 deaths

Photo: Andrew MacColl, IFRC*

El Salvador Earthquake, El
Salvador, 2001,

more than 800 deaths 
Photo: IFRC*

Izmit (Kocaeli) Earthquake,
Turkey 1999, more than 17 000
deaths and 30% of the affected

industrial park severely damaged 
Photo: Mikkel Oestergaard,

IFRC*

*IFRC – International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Society – Photos taken from
IFRC website at: http://www.ifrc.org/index.asp

United Nations

I S D R
International Strategy

for Disaster Reduction

Field Library for 
Disaster Reduction
An initiative of the United Nations Inter-Agency 

secretariat for the International Strategy for 

Disaster Reduction (ISDR)

ISDR Library for Disaster Reduction
August 2006

CATALOGUE  

Field
Operations

Guide
For Disaster Assessment

and Response

U.S. Agency for 
International Development

Bureau for Democracy, Conflict,
and Humanitarian Assistance

Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance

In cooperation with and produced by
The USDA Forest Service

International Programs
Disaster Assistance Support Program

Version 4.0
September 2005
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Q-Shelter (Quonset tent)

Q-Shelters have been deployed in disaster 
relief and humanitarian aid missions all over 
the world including the tsunami-devastated 
areas of Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and India, in 
the Gulf Coast after Hurricane Katrina and 
after last year’s major earthquake in Jogjakarta 
Indonesia.  

The pre-assembled Q-Shelters take only 20 
minutes to erect, weigh 120 pounds and 
are shipped in two 60-pound parcels – each 
of which a single individual can carry to the 
point of use. 

The design of the Q-Shelter also allows shelter 
production from small inexpensive Clip Kits 
to be done in-country so that wages can 
be paid to local workers and local materials 
can be purchased for the required poles.                

The Q-Shelter was designed specifically to 
utilize the flame-retardant, UV-resistant, 
heavy-gauge plastic sheeting that is delivered 
to every disaster location by the USAID, the 
UN and the Red Cross for conversion into self-
supporting structures.

For more information about the Q-Shelter 
or World Shelters humanitarian projects go 
online to worldshelters.org or 
Call 01 707 822 6600.

Q-Shelter (Quonset tent)

Q-Shelters have been deployed in disaster 
relief and humanitarian aid missions all over 
the world including the tsunami-devastated 
areas of Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and India, in 
the Gulf Coast after Hurricane Katrina and 
after last year’s major earthquake in Jogjakarta 
Indonesia.  

The pre-assembled Q-Shelters take only 20 
minutes to erect, weigh 120 pounds and 
are shipped in two 60-pound parcels – each 
of which a single individual can carry to the 
point of use. 

The design of the Q-Shelter also allows shelter 
production from small inexpensive Clip Kits 
to be done in-country so that wages can 
be paid to local workers and local materials 
can be purchased for the required poles.                

The Q-Shelter was designed specifically to 
utilize the flame-retardant, UV-resistant, 
heavy-gauge plastic sheeting that is delivered 
to every disaster location by the USAID, the 
UN and the Red Cross for conversion into self-
supporting structures.

For more information about the Q-Shelter 
or World Shelters humanitarian projects go 
online to worldshelters.org or 
Call 01 707 822 6600.
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550 South G Street, Suite 3, Arcata, CA 95521
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Quick Deployment Disaster Shelters: 
Building Community Through Design 
 
 
Rodney Adank, Massey University 
email: R.G.Adank@massey.ac.nz 
 
Jake Snowdon, Massey University 
email: jakesnowdon@hotmail.com 

Abstract

By understanding the experience of disaster victims, we can design product 
solutions that mitigate the effects and speed the pace of disaster recovery. In 
major disasters, temporary tent shelters can become semi-permanent. They 
need to provide protection from the elements, a refuge, comfort, security, and a 
sense of community. 

UNITE is an innovative tent designed for disasters. Its hard shell container 
provides lockable storage within the tent when erected. Pictograms, colour 
coding and simple twist and lock mechanisms allow easy construction by one 
person on solid or soft ground providing a 12 sq m footprint, or zipped together 
for family accommodation.  The design eliminates the trip hazard of protruding 
guy ropes. The roof design allows for clearing of ash and snow loads and the 
ability to collect and store rainwater. Replaceable groundsheets provide a fresh 
unused floor for each deployment. An identity pack for each tent makes it easier 
to identify and locate people from a group within the shelter community. 

UNITE was developed through an iterative design process.  Initial research 
fueled idea generation, producing 320 concepts. These were grouped by subject 
matter into eleven distinct areas. Groups were screened against developed 
criteria, combined and developed through critique and focused prototype 
testing.

The UNITE design takes into account the storage, deployment and refreshment 
of the product through out its life cycle. UNITE provides shelter that aids 
recovery from disasters by facilitating community and empowering disaster 
survivors.

Keywords: Community, Human Centred, Utility, Design

Project
Hexayurt 

Placed into the Public Domain by

Hexayurt Infrastructure

Property & Ownership
Household systems are typically owned outright by 
individuals, where as village systems may either be
shared or operated as businesses by an owner or a
collective. Items like a personal battery charger 
might be purchased by more affluent families to 
give the same services that others get from the
shared systems. Over a period of  time these 
incremental improvements could lead to a higher 
standard of  living even within a refugee camp.

Wood Gas Stove
Wood and other 
biomass fuels

$100 computers? 
Cell phones?

Composting toilet

Water

Developed 
World Civilian 
Infrastructure 

Solar Water 
Pasturizers

Sewer system, 
sewage treatment 
plants

Electricity

Gas
Natural gas 
system (pipelines, 
terminals)

Comms

National grid

Water treatment 
plants, viaducts

Storm drains

Pipe/Wire

Drainage ditches

Hexayurt 
Utilities 
Package

Sewage

Wired phone 
network, cell 
towers

Storm-
water

Solar with 
rechargeable AA 
battery storage

The Hexayurt Utilities Package
The Hexayurt Project developed a very simple
approach to providing the same essential services 
as developed world infrastructure systems, but for a
total cost of $100 - $200 per home. The
infrastructure is self-contained and portable, so it 
can be transported with people when they are
resett led at the end of a cris is. These
infrastructures are mostly at early stages of
development, or adapted commercial products. A 
full program of testing and additional development 
will be required before this system is ready to save
lives. However, as you can see, the essential systems 
are very simple and inexpensive.

Household Infrastructure Systems Village Infrastructure Systems

all day
solar charger

15 minute
fast charger

large solar 
panel

cold cathode fluorescent 
room lighting

nimh AA
rechargables

wood gas stove

solar cooker &
pasteurizer

inexpensive
cell phone

low cost, low 
power

computer

thermophillic
composting
toilet system

At 15 minutes per set of batteries, a single solar
panel can charge around 40 sets of batteries per 
day. That might be enough to keep the lights on in
40 to 80 homes. Pull-cord chargers might offer 
even better performance.

Communications systems and 
the internet rely on regional 
infrastructure like the cell phone
networks, or relatively expensive
municipal infrastructure like a 
satellite internet connection.

Cooking can be done with either the solar cooker 
or the wood gasification stove. Solar Cookers 
International calls an approach like this Integrated 
Cooking and has boards about it here. We favor 
the wood gas stove because we include electrical 
supplies and it is more efficient, but without 
electrical supply, the Rocket Stove is an excellent 
choice.

Project
Hexayurt 
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ESSENTIALS OF HUMANITARIAN & DEVELOPMENT ARCHITECTURE 
 

Booking form: 

Course Date:  

Name:  

Address:  

 

Telephone:  

Email:  

Position:  

Student? 

If yes, please state your 
university and student ID 
no. 

 

Previous 
relevant 
experience 

 

Where did you 
hear about 
Article 25’s CPD 
course? 

 

 

Course prices: 

1 day CPD £90 

1 day CPD (students) £50 

 

Please print this form, circle the amount paid and return with your cheque made payable to Article 25 to: 

Article 25 1-Day CPD 
13 Curtain Road 

London, EC2A 3LU 

If you have any enquiries, please contact Lisa Dayanandan at: lisa-dayanandan@article-25.org 
Or call us on: 020 7375 0144 

© 2007-2008 The International Network on Household Energy is a project of the InterAgency Standing Committee Task Force on Safe Access to Firewood and alternative 
Energy in Humanitarian Settings and the Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and Children.  

Search search...

NEW DELHI CONFERENCE  

Conference Introduction

Submitting an Abstract

Conference Registration

Sponsorship Applications

Accommodations

Visas

Travel Tips

Welcome to the website for the Women’s Commission’s upcoming international research conference, Beyond 
Firewood: exploring alternative fuels and energy technologies in humanitarian settings.  

As part of its Fuel and Firewood Initiative, the Women’s Commission will be hosting the first-ever major 
international research conference on firewood and alternative cooking fuels and energy technologies in 
humanitarian settings on December 11-12, 2008 in New Delhi, India at the Hyatt Regency Delhi.  

The conference will bring together developers, practitioners, and users of alternative fuels, energy 
technologies, and physical protection strategies appropriate for use in humanitarian settings from all over the 
world. The aim is to share experiences and create new linkages amongst researchers and practitioners, and 
build an empirical basis for fuel-related interventions in humanitarian settings. In addition, the conference 
will link technical experts with humanitarian staff in sites and regions that are urgently in need of such interventions.  

Please check back here often as additional logistical information about the conference will be continually posted.  

Abstract Submission Process/Request for Demonstration Slot 

The submission deadline was September 19, 2008. and we are no longer accepting abstracts.  

Conference Registration  

Please click here to register online.  

For last minute conference cancellations, we will honor an 80% refund up until December 10th only.

Hotel Registration  

PLEASE NOTE, THE DEADLINES FOR BOOKING HOTELS AT GROUP RATES HAVE BEEN EXTENDED TO OCT 30 FOR THE HYATT 
AND OCT 25 FOR THE SAMRAT.  More information on these hotels is available by clicking here.

 This conference is generously supported by USAID and AJWS   

Home Protection Livelihoods/Food Security Health Food/Nutrition Environment Shelter Camp Management Public Awareness (IEC)

Page 1 of 1Fuel Network - Beyond Firewood: Exploring Alternative Fuels and Energy Technolog...

16/11/2008http://www.fuelnetwork.org/index.php/Beyond-Firewood-Exploring-Alternative-Fuel...

Safer�communities�sustainable�
development�through�
disaster�reduction�

26 January - 6 February 2009 
Bangkok, Thailand 

REGISTRATION 

Interested persons can apply as individuals although preference will be 
given to those sponsored by the organizations.  

Those participants who come as individuals and are not sponsored by 
their organizations, details of these requirements will be sent to person 
in this category as part of the course nomination procedure.  

Those applicants who are sponsored by their organizations, a letter of 
endorsement/sponsorship from their organizations is required to be 
submitted. 

An application Form is available on ADPC website http://
www.adpc.net/v2007/TRG/DOWNLOAD/trgappliform.doc, and can be 
submitted by  12th Dec 2008 through email, fax or mail by post. (See 
contact details below).  

Pre-course information will be provided once you have received the 
acceptance for the course. 

CANCELLATION 

If you are unable to attend, a substitute applicant from your organiza-
tion is welcome. Cancellation of attendance should be notified 3 weeks 
prior to course commencement; in which case, 85% of course fee will 
be reimbursed. No reimbursements will be made for cancellations 
within 3 weeks prior to course commencement. 

Urban Disaster Risk Management (UDRM) 

The outcome of Asia’s high rate of urbanization has been the expan-
sion of urban populations in geographic areas which are prone to dis-
aster impact. The result is an increased vulnerability of populations and 
infrastructure. Disaster mitigation measures such as: 

�� Earthquake, tsunami and cyclone-resistance building and infra-

structure

�� flood and landslide control measures 

�� incorporation of disaster vulnerability into land use planning 

�� introduction of regulatory measures in industrialized zones 

have rarely been attempted in most Asian countries. Activities under-
taken by the Asian Urban Disaster Mitigation Program (AUDMP) over a 
period of eight years, have demonstrated the effectiveness of mitiga-
tion measures in reducing natural disaster vulnerability. Demonstration 
projects in nine countries, information dissemination an d networking 
activities, and the regional training courses on Earthquake Vulnerability 
Reduction, Flood Risk Mitigation, Technological Risk Reduction and 
Urban Disaster Mitigation have convincingly brought to light the oppor-
tunities for high impact interventions. Local officials in selected cities 
have positively responded to the initial project activities by the way of 
funding and incorporating disaster vulnerability considerations to their 
buildings and zoning regulations. 

EVRC-8 

Falak Nawaz 
Manager, Training Resource Group 

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC) 
979/66-70, 24th Floor, SM Tower, Paholyothin Road 
Samsen Nai, Phayathai, Bangkok, 10400 
Tel : (66-2) 298 0681-92 
Fax : (66-2) 298 0012-13 
Email: tedadpc@adpc.net

8th Regional Training Course on  

Earthquake Vulnerability Reduction
for Cities  

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Currently, a significant high demand is apparent for Urban Disaster Risk 
Management (UDRM), not only in AUDMP target countries but also in 
other countries of the region. This demand for expansion of UDRM activi-
ties has been set to improve response, preparedness capacities to re-
duce the vulnerability. 

As ADPC has been 
implementing and 
linking diverse activi-
ties through out the 
region, it has recog-
nized the impor-
tance of enhancing 
the scope of 
AUDMP through the 
theme action is 
focused on Urban 
Disaster Risk Man-
agement. This will 

become a permanent focus area of ADPC for future endeavor. UDRM will 
continue to facilitate interventions for promotion of local and traditional 
practices, research and technology transfer, replication of best practices, 
promotion of innovative solutions, and development of information prod-
ucts to capture experiences for their dissemination as well as training and 
capacity building. 

ASIAN DISASTER PREPAREDNESS CENTER 

Established in 1986, ADPC is the lead regional resource center dedi-
cated to disaster reduction in Asia and the Pacific. ADPC works with 
governments, NGOs and communities of the Asia and Pacific region to 
strengthen their capacities in disaster preparedness, mitigation and re-
sponse through professional training, technical assistance, regional pro-
gram management and information and research.  ADPC library has over 
7,000 entries, including 500 videos on disaster management. Participants 
can feel free to access these resources.  

For more information about ADPC, please visit 
http://www.adpc.net 
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WORKSHOP APPLICATION FORM 

I am applying for the (workshop name) …………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………..………

in (country name)………………………………………………….…………………………..,on (date)……….…………………..……………………………….  

APPLICANT INFORMATION 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Country 

Telephone number: 

Email Address 

Nationality 

Male or Female 

Date of Birth 

Name of University where you study 
(if applicable) 
Are you a graduate student? 

Are you an undergraduate student? 

Expected date you will finish your studies 
(month and year) 

Name of Company where you work 
(if applicable) 
Name of degree you will receive or have 
received? 

Discipline 

AVAILABILITY 

Can you meet the required time and monetary commitment for this programme?  YES / NO 

ASF-UK
c/o public works

Northgate House
2 – 8 Scrutton Street

LONDON
EC2A 4RT

WWW.ASF-UK.ORG
INFO@ASF-UK.ORG
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